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Stage 1-- Go Deep 

 
Welcome to the 2018 X-Treme Bullets Texas 3 Gun Championship.  This is 
stage 1, Go Deep, sponsored by Troy, with featured Silver Sponsor Adams 
Arms, please remember to thank them for their support and keep them in 
mind when shopping for your shooting needs.  We are Mark and Jim, your 
RO’s for this stage.  This stage is an all rifle stage.  Your rifle will be staged 
on the staging table, loaded and on safe.  The start position is standing with 
heels on the x’s by the platform.  On the start signal, retrieve your rifle, and 
engage rifle targets form the platform in the position of your choice.  You 
must stay completely on the platform, no part of your body may touch the 
ground at any time.  
 
We also want to thank our Platinum Sponsors, Ruger and Red Stitch Targets, 
as well as our Gold Sponsors, Magpul Industries, Thunderbeast, and STI for 
their support of the shooting sports and our match this year.  
  



 
Stage 2 -- Fish Bone 

 
Welcome to the 2018 X-Treme Bullets Texas 3 Gun Championship.  This is 
stage 2, Fish Bones, sponsored by Armalite, with featured Silver Sponsor JP 
Enterprises, please remember to thank them for their support and keep 
them in mind when shopping for your shooting needs. We are Jeff and Nick, 
your ROs for this stage.  Stage 2 is shot with all 3 guns per the rules on 
target type engagement.  The start position is facing down range with your 
heels on the Xs, rifle held at low ready. Your pistol is loaded and holstered, 
and your shotgun is staged in barrel loaded to division capacity with the 
safety engaged.  Upon start signal engage the appropriate targets from 
within the shooting area with each of the 3 guns.  
 
All Paper is Rifle, Pistol or Slug. 
Orange Steel is Rifle Only 
Green Steel is Slug only 
White Steel is Pistol or Bird Shot 
Clays are Bird Shot only 
 
We also want to thank our Platinum Sponsors, Ruger and Red Stitch Targets, 
as well as our Gold Sponsors, Magpul Industries, Thunderbeast, and STI for 
their support of the shooting sports and our match this year.  
  



 
Stage 3 -- Grassy Knoll 

 
Welcome to the 2018 X-Treme Bullets Texas 3 Gun Championship.  This is 
stage 3, Grassy Knoll, sponsored by Tactical Shit and Barnes Precision, with 
Featured Silver Sponsor XS Sights, please remember to thank them for their 
support and keep them in mind when shopping for your shooting needs.  We 
are Frank and Lon, we are your RO’s for this stage. 
 
Targets: 

Paper ( Pistol Rifle or Shotgun Slug) QTY -17 
White KD Steel ( Pistol or Birdshot)- QTY - 5 
Orange Static Steel ( Rifle Only) - QTY - 2 
Clays (Birdshot only) QTY - 4 
White Skinny Targets ( Pistol or Birdshot)- 4 
White Colt Mini Poppers (Pistol or Birdshot)- 4 
 
 
Start Position: 

Shotgun loaded on safe and staged in farthest long gun dump barrel 
Pistol loaded and holstered 
Rifle loaded on safe and held at port arms 
 
Procedure: 

Standing in the start box with rifle held at port arms. At signal engage the 
orange steel from the box and engage remaining targets as they become 
visible. 
 
Stage notes: 

For clarification the Orange Steel may ONLY be shot from the box 
 
We also want to thank our Platinum Sponsors, Ruger and Red Stitch Targets, 
as well as our Gold Sponsors, Magpul Industries, Thunderbeast, and STI for 
their support of the shooting sports and our match this year.  



 
Stage 4 - Pistol Extravaganza 
 
Welcome to the 2018 X-Treme Bullets Texas 3 Gun Championship.  This is 
stage 4, Pistol Extravaganza, sponsored by TXT Custom Gun Works, with 
featured Silver Sponsor Hayes Custom Guns, please remember to thank 
them for their support and keep them in mind when shopping for your 
shooting needs. We are Jason and Bruce, your RO’s for this stage. 
 
Targets 

White KD Steel ( QTY 45) Pistol Only 
 
Start Position: 

Pistol loaded and holstered . Shooter standing erect with hands relaxed at 
sides with heels on back fault line. 
At signal engage targets as they become available from within shooting 
area. 
 
We also want to thank our Platinum Sponsors, Ruger and Red Stitch Targets, 
as well as our Gold Sponsors, Magpul Industries, Thunderbeast, and STI for 
their support of the shooting sports and our match this year.  



 
Stage 5 -- Red Stitch 

 
Welcome to the 2018 X-Treme Bullets Texas 3 Gun Championship.  This is 
stage 5, Steelapalooza, sponsored by Vortex, with featured Silver Sponsor 
2A Armament, please remember to thank them for their support and keep 
them in mind when shopping for your shooting needs.  We are Rob and 
Larry, the ROs for this stage.  Stage 5 can be shot using any or all 3 guns 
per the rules on target type engagement.  The start position is facing down 
range with your heels on the Xs, rifle held at low ready. Your pistol is 
holstered without a magazine inserted and an empty chamber, and your 
shotgun is staged in barrel of your choice loaded to division capacity with the 
safety engaged.  Upon start signal engage the appropriate targets from 
within the shooting area with the appropriate guns.  Stage shotgun in barrel 
of choice, please remember that you cannot dump a gun in a barrel that has 
that you have a gun staged in.  
 
Orange Steel is Rifle Only 
Green Steel is Shotgun Slug only 
White Steel is Pistol or Bird Shot 
Clays are Bird Shot only 
 
We also want to thank our Platinum Sponsors, Ruger and Red Stitch Targets, 
as well as our Gold Sponsors, Magpul Industries, Thunderbeast, and STI for 
their support of the shooting sports and our match this year. 
 
  



Stage  6- On the Run 

 
Welcome to the 2018 X-Treme Bullets Texas 3 Gun Championship.  This is 
stage 6, On the Run, sponsored by Lantac, with featured Silver Sponsor 
Adams Arms, please remember to thank them for their support and keep 
them in mind when shopping for your shooting needs.  We are Chuck and 
Brian, your RO’s for this stage.  The start position is in the start box with 
loaded rifle held at low ready.  Your pistol is holstered without a magazine 
inserted and an empty chamber, your shotgun is staged in the staging barrel 
down range.  Upon the start signal, approach the A-Frame and engage 
Orange steel targets.  Your gun must be in contact with the A-Frame for 
every shot fired at the steel.  Proceed to the shooting area and engage the 
targets with the appropriate gun.  
 
Paper is Rifle, Pistol, or Shotgun Slug 
Orange Steel is Rifle only 
Green Steel is Shotgun Slug only 
White Steel is Bird Shot or Pistol.  
Clays must be shot with bird shot 
 
We also want to thank our Platinum Sponsors, Ruger and Red Stitch Targets, 
as well as our Gold Sponsors, Magpul Industries, Thunderbeast and STI for 
their support of the shooting sports and of our match this year.  
  



 
Stage 7 — Mirror Mirror  

 
Welcome to the 2018 X-Treme Bullets Texas 3 Gun Championship.  This is 
stage 7, Mirror Mirror, sponsored by Keltec, with featured Silver Sponsor 2A 
Armament, please remember to thank them for their support and keep them 
in mind when shopping for your shooting needs.  We are Ben and Nick, your 
RO’s for this stage. 
 
Targets: 

Paper ( Rifle Pistol or Shotgun Slug) QTY -18 
White Steel ( Pistol or Birdshot) QTY -13 
Clays ( Birdshot only) QTY-4 
 
Starting Position : 

Rifle and or Shotgun staged loaded on safe in long gun barrel of choice 
Pistol loaded and holstered 
 
Shooter may start at their choice of location within the shooting area with 
firearm of choice 
 
If long gun start is chosen gun is to be held at port arms 
If pistol start is chosen shooter will start standing erect with hands relaxed 
at side. 
 
At signal engage targets with choice of appropriate firearm 
 
We also want to thank our Platinum Sponsors, Ruger and Red Stitch Targets, 
as well as our Gold Sponsors, Magpul Industries, Thunderbeast and STI for 
their support of the shooting sports and of our match this year.  



 
Stage 8– Mirror Mirror Redux 

 
Welcome to the 2018 X-Treme Bullets Texas 3 Gun Championship.  This is 
stage 8, Mirror Mirror Redux, sponsored by Dreadnaught Arms and Luth AR, 
with featured Silver Sponsor XS Sights, please remember to thank them for 
their support and keep them in mind when shopping for your shooting 
needs.  We are Alex and Liota, your RO’s for this stage. 
 
 

Targets: 

Paper ( Rifle Pistol or Shotgun Slug) QTY -8 
White Steel ( Pistol or Birdshot) QTY -13 
Clays ( Birdshot only) QTY-6 
 
Starting Position : 

Rifle and or Shotgun staged loaded on safe in long gun barrel of choice 
Pistol loaded and holstered 
 
Shooter may start at their choice of location within the shooting area with 
firearm of choice 
 
If long gun start is chosen gun is to be held at port arms 
If pistol start is chosen shooter will start standing erect with hands relaxed 
at side. 
 
At signal engage targets with choice of appropriate firearm 
 
We also want to thank our Platinum Sponsors, Ruger and Red Stitch Targets, 
as well as our Gold Sponsors, Magpul Industries, Thunderbeast and STI for 
their support of the shooting sports and of our match this year.  
 
  



Stage 9– Out of Breath 

 
Welcome to the 2018 X-Treme Bullets Texas 3 Gun Championship.  This is 
stage 9, Out of Breath, sponsored by Gruntstyle, with featured Silver 
Sponsor JP Enterprises, please remember to thank them for their support 
and keep them in mind when shopping for your shooting needs.  We are Jon 
and Cody, your RO’s for this stage. 
 
 
Targets: 

Paper ( Rifle and Pistol) QTY -20 
Orange Steel (Rifle Only)- QTY 6 
White Steel ( Pistol or Birdshot) QTY - 23 
Clays ( Birdshot only) QTY-4 
 
Starting Position : 

Pistol Unloaded staged on Pistol staging Table 
Rifle loaded on safe in barrel B at Rifle bay 
Shotgun loaded on safe held at port arms with heels on Orange Fault line in 
Shotgun bay 
At signal engage targets in shotgun bay. Abandon Shotgun in dump barrel 
before leaving bay. Proceed to Rifle bay retrieve rifle and engage rifle targets 
as they become visible.  Abandon safe rifle and retrieve pistol from staging 
table. And engage remaining targets as they become available.  
 
We also want to thank our Platinum Sponsors, Ruger and Red Stitch Targets, 
as well as our Gold Sponsors, Magpul Industries, Thunderbeast and STI for 
their support of the shooting sports and of our match this year.  
 
 
  



Stage 10 - Got Chokes?? 

 
Welcome to the 2018 X-Treme Bullets Texas 3 Gun Championship.  This is 
stage 10, Got Chokes, sponsored by Briley, with featured Silver Sponsor 
Hayes Custom Guns, please remember to thank them for their support and 
keep them in mind when shopping for your shooting needs. We are Mike and 
Ben, your ROs for this stage.  Stage 10 is shot with shotgun only.  The start 
position is in the Start box with your loaded shotgun at low ready.  Engage 
targets as visible from within the shooting area.  Green C Zones must be 
shot from the start box with slugs.  
 
Green Steel is Slug Only 
White Steel and Clays are bird shot only 
 
We also want to thank our Platinum Sponsors, Ruger and Red Stitch Targets, 
as well as our Gold Sponsors, Magpul Industries, Thunderbeast and STI for 
their support of the shooting sports and of our match this year.  
 
 


